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DIAGNOSTIC KNOWLEDGE GENERATION OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS USING 
KNOWLEDGE COMPILERS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses a method to generate diagnostic knowledge of nuclear power plants, 
from commonly accepted physical knowledge and design information about plant 
configuration. This method is based on qualitative reasoning, which is advantageous to 
numerical information processing in the sense that system can explain why and how directly 
applicable knowledge is correctly generated, and that knowledge base is highly reusable and 
expandable because it is independent on detailed numerical design specifications. However, 
reasoning ambiguity has been found as the largest problem in applying the technique to 
nuclear power plants. The proposed approach mainly consists of a knowledge representation 
scheme, reasoning algorithm, and qualitative model construction method. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Several expert systems have been developed to support decision making in diagnosing 
nuclear power plants. However, conventional rule-based expert systems show serious 
problems in knowledge acquisition, inability against unexpected situations, inconsistencies 
among rules, and so on. To overcome these problems, a new approach, named Knowledge 
Compiler has been proposed to generate applicable rules for individual situations(called 
shallow knowledge hereafter) from general and proven knowledge such as physical laws, 
component behaviors well accepted as common sense, and from design information about the 
device under consideration such as component configuration(called deep knowledge 
hereafter). 

2. A PROBLEM OF QR FOR DIAGNOSIS OF NUCLEAR PLANTS 

QR is processed mainly based on associated local deviation propagations among the 
parameters. However, nuclear plants have feedback loop(s), to bring some requirements to QR 
technique, because QR based only on local deviation propagation can not avoid reasoning 
ambiguities about such devices which have feedback loop(s), as shown below in Figure 1: 
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Figure 1A Heat-Source & Heat-Sink System Model 
This figure shows an assumed plant consisting of a heating vessel and a heat exchanger, 
coupled with a circulation loop. Here are three knowledges of deviation propagations: 
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1) "The outlet temperature<Th> increases if the inlet temperaturecTo or the internal heat 
generation<Q> increases, or if the circulation flow rate<Wo decreases". (Rnowledge-1) 
And within the heat exchanger, 
2) "The primary outlet temperature<Tc> increases if the circulation flow rate<Wc>, heat 
transfer resistance<R>, or the air inlet temperature<Ti> increases, or the air flow rate<Wa> 
decreases." (Knowledge-2) 
3) "The air outlet temperature<To> increases if the circulation flow rate<Wo, or the air inlet 
temperature<Ti> increases, or the heat transfer resistance<R> or the air flow rate<Wa> 
decreases." (Khowledge-3) 

Let **P=t+r,"P=[0]",and *T=[-]" denote that parameter P is greater than the normal value, 
equal to the normal value, and smaller than the normal value, respectively, hereafter. 

We can not determine the deviation of the hot leg temperature<Th> in case of decreased 
circulation flow rate<Wc>, because Knowledge-2 derives the deviation of the cold leg 
temperaturecTo to be [-], then deviation of the bot leg temperature<Th> can not be determined 
by Knowledge-1. 

Seasoning ambiguities as shown above is the largest obstacle in applying KC to nuclear power 
plants. 

3. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND REASONING ALGORITHM 

For this reason, additional qualitative constraints have been introduced into the knowledge 
compilation process, such as energy conservation among the components, to suppress 
reasoning ambiguity. 

3.1 Reasoning with additional qualitative knowledge 

Within the plant shc*.yn in Figure 1, there are other qualitative knowledges as follows: 
4)"Transferred heat through the heat exchanger is equal to the heat generation of the 
vessel<Q>, and proportional to the difference between the average temperature of the sodium 
side<ßTh+(l-ß)Tc> and the air side<ßTo+(l-ß)Ti>, and inversely proportional t j the heat 
transfer resistanoe<R>". (Knowledgê ) 
5)"Transferred heat through the heat exchanger is equal to the heat generation of the 
vessel<Q>, and proportional to the product of the temperature rise of the air flow<To-Ti> and 
the airflow rate<Wa>". (Knowledge-5) 

With these additional knowledges(called non-causal proportionality hereafter), reasoning 
about decreased circulation flow rate<Wc> succeeds, because only ([+],[-]) can be the solution 
of (<Th>,<Tc>). 

32 Knowledge Representation by Qualitative Equations 

Knowledge-1 in the Section II can be transformed as: 
a)(Th=[0]or[-])A(Tc=[+]or[0])A(Q=[+]or[0])A(Wc=[-]or[0])A(not(Th=Tc=Q=Wc=[0])) IS FALSE 
b)(Th=[0]or[+])A(Tc=[-]or[0])A(Q=[-]or[0])and(Wc=[+]or[0])A(not(Th=Tc=Q=Wc=[0])) IS FALSE 

In this paper, this set of propositions is represented as a qualitative equation as shown below: 
[-ÏIh+t+]Te+{+]Q+{-]Wc=0 (Eqq-1) 
In case that the right-hand side is [0], then meaning of an qualitative equation is:"there is at 
least one pair of terms having opposite signs, or all the terms are zero", and if the right-hand 
side is [+], this equation means that:"At least one term is plus". 

Knowledges-2 through 5 are also transformed as: 
MTb+OTc +[+Hï +[+]Wc+MR+[-]Wa=0 (Eqq-2) 
[+JTh +t-JTo+MIÏ +[+]Wc+[- ]R+[- ]Wa=0 (Eqq-3) 
t+mi+t+irc+t-iroK-IK+t-lQ -K-1R =0 (Eqq-4) 
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MTotDJK+HQ +[+]Wa=0 (Eqq-5) 

Above t r a n s f o r m a t i o n of a qua l i ta t ive k n o w l e d g e ( K n o w l e d g e - l ) in to a q u a l i t a t i v e 
equation (Eqq-1) i s called transposition hereafter. 

3.3 Reasoning Algorithm 

The authors developed two qualitative reasoning algorithms to handle both local deviation 
propagations and non-causal proportionalitiesW>t2]0ne of which is based on s imultaneous 
qualitative equationsCSQE), a s shown below: 

After a set of SQEs i s prepared, qualitative reasoning is a problem of constraint satisfaction. 
The most straightforward approach to solve th is problem i s to generate all solution candidates 
and to check t h e m one by one, which the authors would like to call 'contrary method'. However, 
a s easi ly expected, th i s approach required very long CPU t ime, proportional to 3 number of 
variables. Since matrices of SQEs for practical problems are expected to be moderately sparse, 
the fol lowing algorithm has been invented. 

<0: start> 

<1: Substitution of the given qualitative variables> 
Given assumption or some current solution guess i s input to the correspondent variables and 
the right-hand side of each equation is revised. In case that a couple of terms to have opposite 
signs exists, or that there i s a term to have the same sign to the previous right-hand side, the 
equation is disposed because it is already satisfied independent of the remaining variables. 

<2: A QE group extraction for local application of contrary method> 
Among current SQEs, QEs to have the l eas t number of variables are selected, and, these 

selected QEs are grouped by variable combinations. The largest group to have same variable 
combination i s extracted for contrary method. 

<3: Local solution derivation by contrary method» 
All the qualitative value combinations of the variables in the QE group extracted in step<2> are 
genera ted a s candidate solutions. Then any candidate solut ion i s d i sposed if i t is 
contradictory against some QE. Survival candidates are the local solutions of this QE group. 

<4: Repetition from s t e p c l » 
Local solutions derived by the step<3> are used for further substitution of the remaining SQEs, 
until all the variables are given qualitative values. 

Because more than one solution are derived in general by the step<3>, the overall procedure of 
the proposed algorithm i s branched recursive iteration. It can be said from the authors' 
experiences that this algorithm needs drastically reduced (less than 1/10) CPU t ime compared 
to simple contrary method. 

4. SUGGESTION OF ADDITIONAL QUALITATIVE EQUATIONS 

In case that the model to be reasoned i s much more complicated than the model shown in 
Figure 1, it i s anticipated to be much more difficult to remember or find effective knowledge to 
add to a knowledge set of local deviation propagations, than remembering Knowledges-4 and 
5. In order to cope with large and complicated models, effectiveness of additional knowledges 
must be explained in some kind of mathematical manner, to support humans in remembering 
effective additional knowledge, i.e. qualitative constraints, in rather than ad hoc manner. 

4.1 Characteristics of qualitative calculus 
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In order to construct a qualitative model, there are a number of necessary considerations 
specific of qualitative calculations, which can seem unfamiliar or even unnatural to the 
numeric computation community: 

Excessive number of constraints required for disambiguation: The number of the qualitative 
equations representing local deviation propagations are equal to the number of the endogenous 
parameters, and insufficient for disambiguation. This means that the number of SQE capable 
of disambiguation i s larger than the number of endogenous parameters. 

Potential endogenous deviation neainst no exogenous deviation: It is possible that no 
explanation can be generated that any endogenous parameter can not deviate in case of no 
exogenous deviation. Prohibition of endogenous deviation against no exogenous deviation 
can be used as a criterion to examine ambiguity of the simultaneous qualitative equations. It i s 
proven that if some endogenous parameter is allowed to have qualitative value other than [0], 
this parameter's value i s the common spurious solution against all the exogenous deviations. 

Redundancy ofCExtra) state parameters:Some kind of components need to be represented by a 
set of parameters which seem redundant from numeric point of view. For example, heat 
transfer rate is necessary to represent the state of heat exchangers in addition to primary and 
secondary inlet/outlet temperatures and flow rates, even though the heat transfer rate can be 
calculated from these parameters. 

Dependency amone qualitative eo»afions:Within a set of simultaneous qualitative equations, 
i t i s possible that some equations are satisfied whenever some other equations are 
satisfied,even if each equation contains different combination of endogenous parameters. In 
other words, it is possible that some equations become inactive against some exogenous 
deviations within a set of SQEs looking like independent of each other from a numerical point 
of view. 

4.2 A method to suggest additional qualitative equations 

These considerations have been taken into account in developing the suggestion method for 
additional qualitative equations^]. The outline of this method can be separated into the 
following two steps: 

Step-1) Exclusion of 'dependent' QEs :In case there is some QE which i s satisfied whenever 
another QE is satisfied against particular exogenous deviations, this 'dependent' QE i s 
excluded from the SQE in ambiguity estimation and suggesting additional QEs(step-2).(Note 
that this QE is included into the SQE in knowledge compilation.) 

Step-2) Derivation of required terms for additional QE:As can be imagined from Eqq-1 to 5 in 
the section 3 . 2 , SQE can be represented in a form l ike [matrix of qual i tat ive 
coefficients]*[qualitative vector of parameters]=[zero vector]. After transforming the 
endogenous part of the SQE to a block triangular matrix, each diagonal submatrix is solved 
against no exogenous deviation, in order to derive spécifications of additional QE, to exclude 
the common spurious solution among all the exogenous deviations. For example, i f a diagonal 
submatrix is: 
[+]A+[-]B+[+]C 
[+]A+[+]B+[+]C 
MA+MB+HC, 
solutions of this submatrix against no exogenous deviation are: 
(A=[0],B=[0],C=[0]),(A=[-],B[+],C=[+]) and (A=[+],B=[-],C=[-J). 
In this case, desirable additional QE is to inhibit the second and third solution, which are 
spurious solutions. Therefore the following suggestion can be generated: 
"Is there any knowledge to match one of the following QEs? 
l)[-]A+[+]B+[+]C+ =[0], 

HA =[0], 
W B *=[0], 
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[+]C+ =[0], 
[-]A+[+]B =[0], 
[-1A +[+]C+ =[0], or 

MB+MC+ • • • • • • • • • • • «=[0]" 
Where,"*•• denotes the other parameters' part of QEs. 

What human has to do at this point is to inspect the candidate QE specifications one by one, 
carefully suspecting whether he/she has a qualitative knowledge to match the specifications. 
In this sense, this 'suggestion' method can not guarantee an acquisition of effective knowledge 
to add. But, this method is helpful quite often in authors' experience. 

5. OUTLINE OF THE QUALITATIVE MODEL CONSTRUCTION METHOD 

The supporting algorithm in expanding deep knowledge bases shown above is still 
insufficient to build complicated nuclear power plant model directly from local knowledge 
about deviation propagations. Therefore, the authors developed an overall model building 
procedure based on step-by-step upgrading of model complexity. A sample procedure is 
developed into each step below: 

5.1 Preparation of qualitative component models: 

Qualitatively represented knowledges about local deviation propagations within each 
component are easy to list up and describe. The first step in deep knowledge construction is to 
prepare these knowledges. In the sample case, qualitative models of heating vessel and heat 
exchangers are prepared. At this stage, qualitative knowledges representing only local 
deviation propagation are expected to be provided. 

heating vessel: A heating vessel is represented by; inlet temperature(s)<Tin>, inlet flow 
rate(s)<W>, heat generation<Q>, and outlet temperature<Tout>. Deviation propagation 
among these parameters is equivalent to Knowledge-1, and can be described as: 
[-7Tout+[+jrin+[-]W+[+]Q=0 (Eqq-6) 

Heat Exchanger: A set of parameters to represent states of a heat exchanger consists of; 
primary inlet temperature<Tlin>, primary outlet temperature<Tlout>, secondary inlet 
temperature<T2in>, secondary outlet temperature<T2out>, primary flow rate<Wl>, 
secondary flow rate<W2>, and heat transfer resistance<R>. Deviation propagations in a heat 
exchanger are equivalent to Knowledges-2 and 3, and can be written as follows: 

t-]Tlout+[+]Tlin+[+ir2in+[+]Wl+[-]W2+[+]R=0,and 
[-]T2out+[+]Tlin+[+]T2in+[+]Wl+[-]W2+[-]R=0 

(Eqq-7) 
(Eqq-8) rHeatinjN 
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Figure 2 Heating Vessel Model Figure 3 Heat Exchanger Model 

5.2 Assemblage of the qualitative component models : 
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Qualitative component models(i.e., intra-component knowledges) are assembled to 
represent the entire plant. Âs the first construction of a plant model, a simplified one loop heat 
transport system model of a nuclear plant having a dump heat exchanger as the heat 
sink(Figure 4) i s built. All the combined parameters are given new names as plant 
parameters, for example, <'outlet temperature' of the reactor vessel> and c'primary inlet 
temperature' of the intermediate heat p.xchanger> are combined and defined as c'primary hot 
leg temperature':». And exogenous component parameters connected to no another component 
endogenous parameter are defined as exogenous plant parameters . 
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Figure 4 Assembled Component Models to Represent a Plant 
These knowledges are assembled to represent a simultaneous qualitative equations(SQE). 

5.3 Examination and expansion of the qualitative model 

The SQE representing the entire plant model is examined by the method described in 4.2, to 
suggest necessary QE addition. In this sample case, the followings are the generated 
suggestions and new qualitative equations: 

Heat removal bv the air flow:"Heat removal by air flow in DHX is equal to the fission power of 
the reactor and is proportional to: 
(air outlet temperature - atmosphere temperature)*(air flow rate)". (Knowledge-9) 

Energy transport rate through DHX:"Energv transport rate through DHX is equal to the fission 
power and is proportional to: 
(secondary average temperature - air side average temperature) and inversely proportional 
to:(heat transfer resistance of DHX)". (Knowledge-10) 

Energy transport rate through 7HY:"Energv transport rate through IHX is equal to the fission 
power, and is proportional to: 
(primary average temperature - secondary average temperature), and inversely proportional 

to (heat transfer resistance of IHX)". (Knowledge-11) 

And the transposed QEs are: 
[+]Taoufc+[-]Tatm+[-]Q+[+]Rdhx=0 
[+JT2h+[+JT2c+[-]Taout+[-jratm+t-]Q+[-]Rdhx=0 
[+jrih+[+ITlc+[-]T2h+[-]T2c+[-]Q+[-]Rihx=0 

(Eqq-9) 
(Eqq-10) 

(Eqq-11) 
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5.4 Categorization of newly added knowledge: 

The newly added knowledges are divided into two categories: inter-component knowledge 
and intra-component knowledge. In case that the newly added qualitative equation belongs to 
MÎS intTa-coTnpGTient knowledge category, the corresponding qualitative component model i s 
revised. Current criteria for this categorization is quite simple:whether all the parameters can 
be included in one component or not. 

Knowledges-9 to 11 are written with plant parameter, but can be easily corresponded to the most 
likely relevant component. However, heat removal by air flow, energy transport through DHX 
and through IHX are not included in the initially prepared component parameters. At this 
point, humans have to determine whether each of these parameters can be thought to be a 
common parameter of components 'heat exchangers'. 

After this decision, it i s enough realistic to expect humans to remember one more qualitative 
knowledge that energy transfer Tate of a heat exchanger i s proportional to:(primary inlet 
temperature - primary outlet temperature) * (prim ary flow rate), by analogy with Knowledge-9. 
Thus the heat exchanger model is revised as shown in Figure 5. 
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[-]Tlout+[+]Tlin+[+]T2in+[+]Wl+[-JW2+[+]R=0 (Eqq-7) 
[-]T2out+[+]Tlin+[+]T2in+[+]Wl+[-]W2+[-]R=0 (Eqq-8) 
[+]T2out+[-]T2in+[+]W2+[-]Q=0 (Eqq-12) 
[+]Tlin+[-]Tlout+[+]Wl+[-]Q=0 (Eqq-13) 
[+]Tlin+[+]Tlout+[-]T2in+[-]T2out+[-]R+[-]Q=0 (Eqq-14) 

Figure 5 Revised Heat Exchanger Model 
5.5 Iteration of the steps from 52 to 5 4 

It has been experienced that a big leap from a initial simplest model to the target level of 
model complexity in one-through procedures is not practical. In this sample case, the heat sink 
model is expanded first to a combination of in evaporator and a superheater, then the whole 
plant model is expanded to have three loop heat transport system. 

<First iteration-expansion of the heat sink model> 

Revised component models are associated to represent a more complicated plant model having 
an evaporator and a super heater as the heat sink, as shown in Figure 6. An assumption i s 
introduced that qualitative values of water/steam enthalpies are the same as the temperatures, 
if deviations are small. In this case, there are too many ways to transform the endogenous part 
of the SQE, and it is not realistic to expect a human to remember any additional qualitative 
knowledge, until whole matrix is solved to derive the qualitative solutions to inhibit(refer to 
Section IV-B), as shown in Table 1: 

Table 1 Qualitative Solutions to Inhibit 
Parameter Tlhot Tlcold T2hot Essh Qsh T2m Esev Qev T2co! 
Qualitative 
Value 

0 + - - -

(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) + + + - - + + + + 
+ + + 0 - + + + + + + + + - + + + + 
+ + + + 0 + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
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It is now realistic to expect a human to think that constraining <Essh> or <Qsh> i s 
advantageous, and to remember two qualitative knowledges: 
1) (Heat Generation of the VesseI<Q>) is equal to: (Steam Outlet Enthalpy<Essh>-Feedwater 
Inlet Enthalpy<Ewf>)*(Feedwater Flow rate<Wwf>). (Knowledge-12) 
2) (Heat Generation of the Vessel<Q>) is equal to:(Heat Transfer Rate Through 
Evaporator<Qev>)+(Heat Transfer Rate through Superneaier<;Qsh>). (Knowledge-lS) 

And Knowledge-12 and 13 are represented as: 
HQ+[+]Essh+[-]Ewf+[+]Ww=0, and 
[-]Q+[+]Qsh+[+]Qev=0 

(Eqq-15) 
(Eqq-16) 

Eqqs-15 and 16 are categorized as inter-component knowledge, because both have parameters of 
the evaporator and of the superheater. It is worth noticing that Knowledge-12 seems 
unnecessary due to the existence of Knowledge-13 and of two Eqqs-12 of the evaporator and of 
the superheater, from numerical point of view, but that this i s necessaiy i n qualitative 
calculus. 
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Figure 6 Heat Transport System Model with a Evaporator and a Super 
Heater 

<Second iteration-three loop model> 
Revised heat transport model i s duplicated to describe a more complicated nuclear plant model 
with three loop heat transport models. In order to describe multi-loop heat transport systems, the 
reactor vessel model needs to be modified to have multiple inlets. Particularly in this case, the 
heating vessel model has to be revised as shown in Figure 7. 
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[-]Tout+[+]Tin(a)+[+]Tin(b)+[+]Tin(c)+[-]W+[+]Q=0 (Eqq-17) 

[-JW+[+]W(a)+[+]W(b)+[+]W(c)=0 (Eqq-18) 

Figure 7 Revised Heating Vessel Model with Three Inlets 
An inter-component knowledge must be added: "Summation of transferred heat through Loops-
A, B, and C is equal to generated heat in the reactor vessel", to be represented as: 
HQ+MQ(aM+]Q(bM+]Q(c)=0 (Eqq-19) 
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Thus a plant model with three loop heat transport system is completed as shown in Figure 8, 
attaining satisfactory disambiguation, in the sense that every deviation of single exogenous 
parameter results in different endogenous deviation, with a exception that increased reactor heat 
generation and increased feedwater enthalpy have the same result. 
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Figure 8 Three Loop Heat Transport System Model 
with Evaporators and Super Heaters 

DISCUSSION 

There are some rooms of improvements in the knowledge compilation method explained so far 
in this paper. Authors would like to discuss two main possible improvements. The first one is 
further disambiguation of qualitative reasoning within equilibrium states, The second one is to 
introduce explicit treatment of dynamic behavior of nuclear power plants 

7.1 Further disambiguation about equilibrium states 

Let us think about a sample qualitative knowledge :"the outlet temperature rises when the 
internal heat generation increases". Provided that the object device is specified, the quantitative 
absolute value of (<Aoutlet temperature>/<Aheat generation:») is determined, although it is not 
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known. The defFerence of "being not determined" and "being not known" is very significant 
and sometimes effective for disambiguation, but seldom discussed in the related research papers. 

Simplified plantCFieure 1) revisited Suppose that all of Eqq-1 to 5 are re-written to oridinary 
quantitative linear equations. Then it can be said that any square submatrix larger than 3x3 of 
the entire coefficient matrix has zero determinant, because this model "has only three endogenous 
parameters . Now i t i s derived from development of a submatrix determinant for: 
<Th>,<To,<To>, and <Q> in Eqq-1,2,3, and 5 that: 
(<ATh/ATo in Eqq-1) x (<ATc/ATh> in Eqq-2) < 1 (INEQ-1) 
This inequality plays a key role in reasoning about decreased circulation flow rate < W o , to 
uniquely determine deviation direction of <Th> and < T o to b e <+> and <->, respectively, 
without Eqq-4. However, with the algorithm described in 3.3, IEQ- 1 can not be used in 
reasoning. This means that the algorithm allows the hidden quantitative va lues each 
qualitative coefficient to va iy according to reasoning cases. 

7.2 Reasoning of dynamical behaviors 

The proposed method is able to provide knowledges only about equilibrium states of assumed 
plants. There are some researches about dynamical qualitative reasonings, most of those are 
about electronic circuits[4]. Let us consider dynamical qualitative reasoning of nuclear plants. 

•Atf^gntages.-Dvnamical qualitative reasoning is apparently much more desirable for diagnostic 
knowledge generation. Description of symptoms would be richer, for example, "the sodium inlet 
temperature increased, followed by an increase of the air outlet temperature", to make cause 
fai lure identif ication easier and more reliable. Increased reactor h e a t generation and 
increased feedwater enthalpy of the plant model shown in Figure 8 result in different transient 
behaviors . 

Difficulties:What need to be reasoned in nuclear plants are thermal hydraulic phenomena, 
which are obviously different from electronics in that dead t imes play a significant role. 
Dynamic behaviors of a fluid circuit coupling plural heat exchangers vary according to 
quantitative relationships among volumes of each piping parts, even if qualitatively described. 
Therefore criteria are needed to judge how long the behaviors should be reasoned and how 
detailed quantitaive design specification should be introduced. This seems to be a very difficult 
work. 

& CONCLUSION 

The proposed method of diagnostic knowledge generationl has been verified to be capable of 
providing plant operators in cotroll room with directly applicable diagnostic rules, excluding 
excessive ambiguity from which qualitative reasoning systems often suffer. The proposed 
method can be enhanced if the hidden quantitative relationships among qualitative 
coefficients are introduced in the proposed algorithm. And in the future, treatment of dynamic 
plant behaviors is desired, with generalized criteria for introducing quantitative information 
to maintain the advantages of qualitative reasoning. 
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